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Meeting Minutes
Resource Management and Climate Protection Committee (RMCP)
Date: Wednesday, July 21, 2021

1. Roll Call – Introductions
Staff completed the roll call of Committee Members with the following quorum:
Committee Members in Attendance:
Maryann Moise Derwin - Portola Valley
Diane Papan – San Mateo
Donna Colson – Burlingame
Rick DeGolia, Atherton
Tom Francis – BAWSCA
Jeff Smith – Sares Regis Group
Alex Fernandez - Filoli
Bill Chiang - PG&E
Not in Attendance
Don Horsley - San Mateo County Supervisor
Drew Combs - Menlo Park
Deborah Ruddock – Half Moon Bay
Ortensia Lopez - El Concilio
Christine Kohl-Zaugg – Sustainable San Mateo County
Additional Attendees
Nicole Sandkulla - BAWSCA
Sandy Wong – C/CAG
Sean Charpentier – C/CAG
Kim Springer – C/CAG
Matt Fabry – C/CAG
Reid Bogert – C/CAG
Charles Ice – County Environmental Health
Greg Smith – County Environmental Health
Carol Steinfeld – Sierra Club, Loma Prieta Chapter
Susan Wright – Office of Sustainability
John Allan – Office of Sustainability
Alexandria Gallizioli – Office of Sustainability
Tess Bartlett – Supervisor Don Horsley’s Office

Lena Silberman – Supervisor Don Horsley’s Office
Frank Fraone – PG&E
Diana Hawkins – Atherton City Council
Drew – Member of Public
2. Public Comment
There were no public comments prior to the meeting by email, nor at the meeting under this item.
3. Approval of Minutes from April 21, 2021 RMCP Committee meeting.
There were no edits or corrections to the minutes.
Motion to approve and second: Francis/Papan
Motion passes unanimously by committee members present.
4. Election of RMCP Committee Vice Chair
Member Papan nominated member Colson, who accepted the nomination. The nomination was
seconded by member Chiang.
Colson elected unanimously by committee members present.
5. PG&E update on efforts to reduce wildfire risk and Public Safety Power Shutoffs.
Bill Chiang and Frank Fraone of PG&E provided the presentation, which is posted on the C/CAG
RMCP website.
Chiang began the presentation by announcing PG&E’s intentions to underground 10,000 miles of
distribution lines. A second item mentioned by Chiang is that PG&E and been advised to revise its
criteria to consider removal of “overstrike” trees from the “fall zone” of PG&E power lines. Chiang
handed off to Fraone.
Fraone reviewed the data contained in the presentation slides, including updates on numbers of:
Community Resource Centers, CBO Partnerships, Transmission and Distribution Sectionalizing
Devices installed, Weather Stations, and High-definition Cameras.
Springer: Can you say more about the sectionalizing devices?
Fraone: it allows PG&E to make the PSPS grid much smaller to affect fewer customers;
DeGolia: Can you say more about the undergrounding of power lines: how much of the
undergrounding will be in San Mateo County and where?
Fraone: The presentation slide mentions System Hardening, not undergrounding specifically. The
update on undergrounding was just new today, so not sure of the specifics yet. It will likely be
concentrated on the higher fire risk areas, T3 areas. Most likely in the La Honda and Pescadero area.
Chiang: Likely it will be concentrated outside of the Bay Area in Northern California.
Francis: 10,000 miles seems like a lot. What percentage of the PG&E system is that?
Chiang: I believe the distribution total line is in the 24,000-mile range.
Fraone: In San Mateo County, it’s about 1,600 miles, of which about 25% are in the high fire risk
areas.
Fernandez: What does the new overstrike rules mean to property owners?

Fraone: PG&E only has access to the public rights of way, so PG&E will look to property owners to
provide access for these additional safety measures.
Chiang: Kudos to Portola Valley for proactively establishing a committee to address this issue.
Fraone: Both Portola Valley and Woodside. Many thanks given to all cities who work collaboratively
with PG&E.
6. Bay Area Water Supply and Conservation Agency update on Water Supply Reliability
Roundtable and drought in San Mateo County.
Committee member Tom Francis, BAWSCA, provided the presentation, which is posted on the
C/CAG RMCP website and began with the drought topic.
California is generally in severe drought and water supplies are down from normal. Hetch Hetchy is
down about 14% from normal, at 83.6%, and overall storage (Tuolumne and Local storage systems) is
about 18% below normal. Francis added that we are far better off than many of the systems in
California.
The rain fall has ended, and we are at about half the normal rainfall and, locally in the Bay Area, it’s
about the same, at 12.5 inches as opposed to the normal 26.9 inches. No rain in June or July and
probably none in August. The snowpack was well below the median level, and the snow melt is
already finished.
In terms of what this means to San Mateo County: the Governor’s May 10, 2021 Executive Order
affected Alameda and Contra Costa Counties, but not San Mateo County. The July 8, 2021 Governor’s
Executive Order expanded the emergency to San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties and that all
Californians voluntarily reduce water use by 15% below their 2020 water use and that the State Water
Board track progress towards that 15% reduction.
The message that BAWSCA is sending; it’s important to use water wisely and reduce outdoor water
use and take advantage of the rebates and programs offered by BAWSCA and its agencies. The
SFPUC passed the same message to its member agencies. The idea is to preserve storage in upcountry
supplies because it’s likely we could have another dry upcoming season. BAWSCA participation in
events and outreach messaging is aligned with that of other BAWSCA agencies.
Smith: What are the real numbers related to usage of residential verses agriculture or commercial?
Francis: We get this question a lot: agriculture is getting less water; less water is used in urban areas
than agriculture. Water rights, especially pre-1914, are untouchable. Groundwater sustainability plans
are also key. There may be more drastic measures if next year as dry as well.
Fernandez: You mentioned water use is down 16% since the last drought.
Francis: Water use it down significantly, but there is always some rebound. During COVID we saw
our water use go up because of the residential nature of our area. SF say a decrease as businesses
closed. Still, the governor is asking for 15% voluntarily, so that’s what we’ll be tracking. It will be
challenging because we’re already conserving well. Communities should look to outdoor landscaping
for additional conservation.
Tom Francis moved on to the topic of the BAWSCA Roundtable.
BAWSCA has taken to heart the idea of forming a Roundtable on One Water in response to Carol
Steinfeld and in discussion with BAWSCA, Kim Springer, and Matt Fabry.

BAWSCA provided a concept paper with indicated stakeholders, goals, work product, and a timetable,
which was described by Francis, based on the slides, and which are provided on the C/CAG RMCP
website. The draft concept paper is included in the July 21, 2021 Agenda packet.
The Roundtable is aimed at providing input to BAWSCA’s next long-term water supply reliability
strategy. The next strategy will be more locally focused, considering smaller and multiple projects that
could add up to more significant water supply benefits.
Francis asked for feedback from the committee.
Papan: Connection to the Regional Housing Needs Assessment (RHNA) numbers and how we
enhancing water supplies in our communities to meet those numbers?
Francis: BAWSCA already fielding questions from communities on this question. Roundtable could
ask that question as a topic; the effect of the RHNA numbers will have on reliable water supply. Nicole
Sandkula is engaged with ABAG/MTC RHNA staff, since this has a direct nexus on our reliable water
supply.
Papan: Is the Flood and Sea Level Rise Resiliency District involved, since they are guarding against
significant water events; some of that water has potential reuse.
Francis: Appreciate the comment and will add that to the list. Diversion of storm water and its possible
water supply makes sense.
Smith (Committee member): There are some expert civil and other engineers in our community that
could be tapped.
Francis: That's a good idea Jeff, I was thinking about the same thing but also folks like you who are on
the business side.
Colson: Question on coordination of funding for recycled water projects. Several cities are looking at a
potential MOU and development standards for approximately a million square feet of new
development, including water conservation, such as: graywater, purple pipe, etc., So that there is
necessary infrastructure should multiple cities want to join to build a water recycling plant, it seems
like the Roundtable should consider standards for these type of water systems.
Francis: It seems like this Roundtable will discuss the funding topics Reach out to BAWSCA on some
of these questions.
Derwin: Will the Roundtable result in communication between stakeholders to address the One Water
Approach? This morning there was an article in the San Mateo Daily Journal about San Bruno and
how they are going to find funding to update their stormwater system. This would be a great
opportunity to get capture included.
Francis: That would be the intention. As you know finding funding to do these kinds of projects can be
difficult. Getting people to the table and making it a collective voice as opposed to just water supply.
Bringing everybody to the table to share what funding opportunities the different entities have will be
helpful. And if there are opportunities, figuring out how to apply for it with coordination in the group.
Derwin: If you look at Israel, they are the gold standard. They recycle 80% of their water including
wastewater to potable water. That's expensive but I think it's time to start thinking about those things
especially as wastewater plants are being replaced. Are all these questions going to be discussed at the
Roundtable and will there be a focus on San Mateo County specifically, and to address the coastside
which is not covered by BAWSCA?
Francis: I will work with Kim to see what we can do about that. As you know BAWSCA has areas
outside of San Mateo County and so for this Roundtable we must include some discussion in those
other areas. That's a good thing, because regional projects and coordination can benefit the region.

I will commit to bringing up the topic of One Water and this round table is feeding information into the
upcoming water reliability strategy. But there is likely going to be more focus on smaller local projects
that collectively can reduce pressure on local water supplies. Both these kinds of strategies were
around in 2014 when we did our last water supply reliability strategy, but these topics and concerns
have become a lot more relevant.
Derwin: Is the round table going to result in actionable items we can do in our county?
Francis: We'll have to see. I'll be leveraging a consultant to help with the meetings and taking notes.
We can include action items, but I know for BAWSCA, our action item is this reliability strategy.
Likely each of the agencies who come to the round table will have their own priorities but maybe a
priority could be looking at actual actionable project collaborations. For RMCP we are committed to
giving updates as we move along.
Derwin: this is great but I’m wondering if we need our own In San Mateo County under C/CAG.
Francis: BAWSCA plans to engage C CAG heavily in this so I just ask that you participate for a year
and see how this works.
Derwin: Policies are also something we should look out for.
Steinfeld: I'm glad you mentioned that Marianne because I've long thought that we need a specific
effort in San Mateo County, but we didn't do that so BAWSCA is moving forward, That's why it's
taken the form that it has. Through this process we'll find out what kind of new groups or where the
energy is on this in our area, but there are a lot of models in other parts of the country for this. I think
this is a good start and I hope that it gets started soon.
Derwin: When do you think this will get started Tom?
I wanted to have the chance to present it to the RMCP committee and I'll be reaching out to Kim and
Matt and other stakeholders to set a date to get this started working on the agenda. Probably early fall.
Wright: The County is working on the Local Hazard Mitigation Plan, so that effort and staff might tie
into this effort.
Derwin: Tom gave a presentation to our citizen group and I highly recommend Tom.
7. Presentation on onsite use of non-potable water in residential and commercial settings, and
state efforts to establish regulations for various non-potable end uses.
Greg Smith, County Environmental Health, Supervisor for Water Protection and Land Use Programs
delivered a presentation on non-potable water reuse in San Mateo County. Smith’s presentation is
provided at the C/CAG RMCP Committee website.
Environmental Heath doesn’t just inspect restaurants, they are responsible for every septic system in
the county, wells and drilling, clean up sites, beach and creek monitoring, regulation of small drinking
water systems, and a cross-connection control program. The water reuse program generally falls within
the cross-connection control program. Water reuse generally falls into gray water, treated gray water,
stormwater, rainwater, and recycled water.
For commercial and multifamily buildings, the water sources are black water from toilets grey water
from clothes washers, bathtub showers, rainwater from precipitation, air conditioning condensate from
air conditioning systems, and then stormwater, which is water that is collected below grade, and
foundation drainage. Talking about each of these water sources, black water is typically not something
that you can reuse on site. Rainwater, air conditioning condensate and foundation drainage are all
sources of water that can be reused on site. Greywater can also be treated and used on site back into the
building. If used back into the building, at the very least it must be disinfected. As a more extreme

example, Facebook has been permitted to do black water treatment on site. So, in general we are not
seeing black water reuse going back into the building.
On the residential side, What the reuse can be is more limited 2 Gray water rainwater storm water and
condensate. Regular Gray water is used for outdoor use and it must be treated or disinfected before it
can be used back into the home. Current residential building code is not completely clear about reuse
of water back into the home. It doesn't explicitly say that, but all indications are that is not for use back
in the home for flushing toilets.
The reason why county environmental health is presenting on information that should be handled by
building departments and the plumbing code, is because people are generally concerned about health
implications. As of 2009, water reuse was only addressed in an appendix of the plumbing code, and
cities would have to adopt that appendix separately to allow for residential water reuse. Since that time
and the need for emergency regulations for water the requirements have been worked into the main
sections of the plumbing code and are adopted every three years by building departments. As of the
current, 2019, plumbing code all regulations are included in chapters 15 and 16.
In terms of residential greywater, residents must consider all the things that go down the sink from
which water is reused including, her, skin, chemicals in soaps, etc. Most people don't consider what's
in residential greywater and its effects on end use such as landscape irrigation. Plants don't care about
dirt fecal matter dead skin hair lint spit because it doesn't hurt the plants. But chemicals soaps and
detergents which contain salts, boron, and chlorine, and food and grease need to be considered.
Residential greywater should not be stored for more than 24 hours, it should infiltrate to at least two
inches of mulch, and human and animal contact should be minimized. In addition, residential
greywater must be able to be diverted to sewer, there must be signage and manuals especially when
transferring to new home ownership and proper setbacks must be maintained. It's best for trees shrubs
not root crops.
Approximately 50% of residential water usage is outdoors, plus an additional 9% from washers, 9%
from shower heads, 9% from faucets, and 4% from baths, meaning that all but approximately 18% of
residential water usage can be diverted to outdoor landscape use. This kind of water reuse equates to
approximately 30 gallons per person per day. Considering the requirements and the energy use to
disinfect and pump water back into the home for toilet flushing, really doesn't make much sense when
there is considerable water savings by diverting to landscape alone.
Regarding why County Environmental Health is involved, California Plumbing Code (PCP) Section
1506 says that the local health department shall be consulted for indoor gray water systems permit
issuance. So only for indoor use of treated water and only to see if other standards or ordinances apply.
Any gray water coming back into the building must be disinfected. If there are no requirements, they
NSF 350 are applied. County Environmental Health does not have an ordinance or published standard
related to gray water that would be more restrictive than CPC, Chapter 15 or 16. So, all the regulation
that apply are in the plumbing code.
On the horizon: SB 966 required the State Water Resources Control Board to establish uniform
statewide recycling criteria for each varying type of use of recycled water to protect public health.
Regulations for risk-based water quality standards should be adopted by December 1, 2022. Then,
local jurisdictions may elect to establish a program for non-potable water systems by adopting a local
ordinance incorporating those standards, and the California plumbing code must adopt the new
standards by December 1, 2023.

Greg Smith then asked for questions, but also suggested that low tech solutions, including things like
flushing toilets with water saved from showers, should be pushed out to the public in the form of PSAs
or other ads. Smith also mentioned that he supports smaller distributed systems of recycling water, as
opposed to shipping water to wastewater treatment plants and then using energy to pump it back to
locations where it can be used.
Francis: Great presentation. BAWSCA could do more on this type of education. Do you know what is
going on in terms of on-site reuse?
Greg Smith: We do not keep a log or listing. We usually hear about it after the fact. WE guide them to
the city building department and then jointly give them feedback.
Francis: We would like to engage you and the Roundtable.
Steinfeld: Impressed with the presentation. I agree that gray water for outdoor irrigation is a good
pathway, but there are cities that have created a pathway for indoor graywater and even black water
reuse. City building departments need to be educated so that there is clarity on what’s allowed.
Smith: We’ve looked at on-site water recycling and it fits for larger projects, but not for smaller
projects. The quality and hardness of the water at some sites becomes an issue.
Derwin: I have a 30,000-gallon rainwater capture system that ran out two months early this year, and
water recycling in my guesthouse.
Springer: Thank you to all presenters. The water quality and what’s in it may be a good topic for a next
meeting.
8. Committee Member Updates
There were no committee-member updates.
9. Next Scheduled Meeting Date: August 18, 2021

